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Abstract 
In this paper we study the linear quadratic optimal control problem on an infinite horizon 
for abstract linear systems. We show that under a natural condition this optimal control 
problem is uniquely solvable. The optimal control is given by a, possible unbounded, state 
feedback. Furthermore, the optimal cost is a quadratic function of the initial state. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Linear quadratic optimal control for infinite-dimensional systems has been studied for 
a long time. For a historic overview we refer the reader to the notes and references of 
chapter 6 in Curtain and Zwart (1995). We only mention the papers of Flandoli, Lasiecka 
and Triggiani (1988), Staffans (1995a, 1995b) and Weiss & Weiss (1995). In Flandoli, 
Lasiecka and Triggiani (1988) the problem of linear quadratic optimal control is studied 
for a system with an unbounded input operator but with a bounded output operator. 
They only assume that the system is optimizable. In Staffans (1995a, 1995b) and Weiss 
& Weiss (1995) the problem is studied for systems with unbounded input and output 
operators. However, they assume that the system is stable or stabilizable. Here we allow 
also for unbounded input and output operators, but we only assume that the system is 
optimizable. 

Following Weiss (1989c) we introduce our class of abstract linear systems. Let U, Y 
and Z be Hilbert spaces which denote the input space, output space and state space, 
respectively. By L2([0, oo ); X) we denote the set of strongly measurable, square integrable 
functions on [0, oo) which take values in the Hilbert space X. On our signals we need two 
operations, namely the truncation and the concatenation. The truncation is simple the 
projection on a finite time-interval; 

(1) 
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Note that this has meaning for every f E L2([0,oo);X). For any u,v E L2((0,oo);X) we 
define the r-concatenation of u and v by 

(uOv)(t) = { u(t) 
-r v(t- r) 

fortE [O,r] 
fort> T. 

It is easy to see that for any f and T ? 0 

(2) 

(3) 

Definition 1 Ea(T,B,C,:F) is an abstract linear system on the Hilbert spaces, U, Z, and 
Y if the following hold: 

1. T(t) is a C0 -semigroup on Z; 
2. B = (B")-r~o is a family of bounded linear operators from L2([0, oo ); U) to Z such that 

8° = 0 and 

(4) 

for any u, v E L2([0, oo ); U) and any r, t ? 0; 
3. C = (C")-r~o is a family of bounded linear operators from Z to L2([0, oo ); Y) such that 

C0 = 0 and 

(5) 

for any z E Z and any t,r? 0; 
4. :F = (P)-r~o is a family of bounded linear operators from L2([0, oo ); U) to L2([0, oo ); Y) 

such that .rD = 0 and 

(6) 

for any u, v E L2([0, oo ); U) and any t, T ? 0. 

Following earlier terminology, the operators B", C" and :F" are called the controllability, 
observability, and input-output map, respectively, see Weiss {1989c). We remark that it 
follows from the assumptions that the operators are causal i.e., 

(7) 

For completeness we shall prove these equalities. 

where we have used equation (3) and (4). 
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where we have used equation (5) and (3). 

:P P,.u = F*(uOO) = :Pu<>O = P,.:Pz0 , 
7 7 

where we have used equation (6) and (3). Furthermore, let v be such that u = u <> v, then 
~~~ 7 

where we again have used equation (6) and (3). 
We say that the triple (u, y, z) is a solution of the abstract linear system Ea(T, B,C, :F) 

with initial condition z0 if for all t 2 0 

(8) 

Since T,B,C and :Fare linear, it is clear that this system is linear. Furthermore, it 
follows from the properties ( 4)-(6) that the system is time-invariant. We formalize this 
to a lemma. 

Lemma 2 The abstract linear system Ea(TB, C, :F) is linear and time-invariant. Linear
ity means that if(ul!yl>zt) and (u2,Y2,z2) satisfy (8} with initial conditions z1o and z20, 
respectively, then ( u1 + u2, Yt + Y2, Zt + z2) satisfies (8} with initial condition z10 + z20 . 
Time-in variance means that if (u, y, z) satisfies (8} with initial condition z0 , then for every 
T 2 0, (u7 u,u7 y,u.,.z) satisfies (8} with initial condition z(r), where (u.,.f)(t) = f(t+r). 

Proof The linearity is obvious, so we shall only prove the time-invariance. Since the result 
for the output is the hardest, we shall only prove that one. First note that for any f 

So 

Pt+-rY Ct+7 Zo + :Ft+T u = ct+-r Zo + p+-r [u? u.,.u] by (9) 

Cz0 ?CtT(r)z0 +:Pu? [ctBru + F(uru)] by (5) and (6) 

[Czo + :Pu]? [ctT(r)zo + ctBTu + F(u7u)] 

P.,.y? [ctz(r) + P(u.,.u)]. 

and so we have shown the time-invariance. D 

(9) 
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With the solutions of (8) we associate the cost functional 

(10) 

where u, y satisfy (8). 
Note that we have made the cost functional only dependent on u and z0 , since if these 

are given, then (8) gives z(·) andy(·). 
We make the following standard assumption. 

Assumption 3 For all z0 E Z, there exists an input u(·) such that 

J(zo, u) < oo (11) 

This we call optimizable. 

Note that the above condition is also known as the Finite Cost Condition. 

2 EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 

Our problem is to minimize the cost functional J(z0 , u ). We shall show that this is possible 
for all z0 E Z, and that the optimal control is unique. We introduce the space X := 

1 2([0, oo ); U) EB 1 2([0, oo ); Y) with inner product 

(12) 

Definition 4 By V(z0 ) we denote the set of all in- and output trajectories which are 
related by {8} and are square integrable i.e., 

V(zo) = { ( ~ ) E X such that {8} holds} 

In the next lemma we show that the set V(zo) is a closed, affine linear subset of X. 

Lemma 5 V(zo) has the following properties: 

1. For all z0 E Z, V(zo)-/= 0; 

2. V(zo) = V(O) + ( ~ ) for some ( ~ ) E V(zo) 

3. V(O) is a closed linear subspace of X. 

Proof. 1. This follows from our Assumption 3. 
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2. Let ( ~ ) E V(zo), and ( ~: ) E V(O). To ( ~ ) there corresponds the state trajec

tory z(·), and to ( ~: ) the state trajectory z0(-). Now it is easy to see that 

z(t) + z0(t) = T(t)z0 + BtPtu + T(t)O + BtPtuo = T(t)zo + BtPt[u + u0) and 

Pty+ PtYo = Ctzo +PPtu +PPtuo = Ctzo +PPt[u + uo). 

Thus ( ~! ~: ) E V(zo), and so V(O) + ( ~ ) C V(z0 ). The other inclusion is similar. 

3. The linearity of V(O) is similar to the proof in 2. Thus we must prove the closedness. 

Let ( ~= ) ~ ( ~= ) for n-+ oo. Since y,.(·) = Pu,.(·) and since Pis bounded, we 

have that Yoo( ·) = Puoo( ·) for all t E [0, oo ). So ( ~= ) E V(O). D 

Now we can prove our first main theorem. 

Theorem 6 Consider system {B) with Assumption 3. For every z0 E Z there exists a 
unique input umin( ·; zo) E L2([0, oo ); U) such that 

Let ymin( ·; z0), zmin( ·; z0 ) denote the corresponding output and state trajectory, respectively. 

The map Q: Z-+ X, given by Q(zo) = ( u::((·; zo)) ) is linear and bounded. 
y ·;zo 

Furthermore, J(zo, umin(·; zo)) = (zo, Q*Qzo). 

Proof. We have that J(z0 , u) = II ( ~ ) [, where u, y satisfies (8). Hence minimizing J 

is like minimizing the norm of an affine linear subspace in a Hilbert space. Thus, by the 
standard orthogonal projection lemma 

where Pv(o)J. is the orthogonal projection on V(O)J.. The element Pv(o)J. ( ~ ) is unique 

( umin( · z ) ) 
in V(z0 ). We call this element min(·, 0) • Define furthermore zmin(t; zo) = T(t)zo + 

y ·;zo 
Btumin, i.e., the corresponding state tra{ectory. 

We define Q via Qz0 = ( ~==~:~ ;:~ } . Since Pv(o)J. is linear, it is clear that this map 

is linear. We shall show that it is closed. 
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Let Qzn = ( ;: ) ___. ( ;: ) and Zn ___. Z00 with ( ;: ) E V{zn)· 

Similar as in the proof of Lemma 5, we can show that ( ;: ) E V{z00). 

The minimal vector in V{zoo) is uniquely characterized by the fact that it is the vector 
orthogonal to V{O). 

Now ( ;: ) are minimal, so they satisfy that ( ;: ) l. V{O) · ( ;: ) ---. ( ;: ) for 

n ---. oo, and so ( ;: ) l. V{O) => 1.100 ( ·) = umin( ·, z00 ). Hence Q is a closed operator with 

domain the whole of Z. This implies that Q E .C(Z,X). 
By the definition of Q we have 

minJ(zo, u) = II ( ;:~:; :~~ ) [ = (Qzo, Qzo)x = {z0 , Q*Qzo)z. 

Thus we have proved the assertions. D 

Note that in the standard case Q*Q is the solution to the algebraic Riccati equation. 

3 ANALYSIS OF THE SOLUTION 

In this section, we analyze the properties of the optimal solution. We start by deriving 
the fundamental principle of optimality. Let t > 0 

1"" 11Ymin(Tjzo)ll2 + llumin{T;zo)ll2dT 

= fo'HYmin{T; zo)ll 2 + llumin{T; zo)ll 2dT + 1"" IIYmin(T; zo)ll 2 + llumin(T; zo)ll 2dT 

fo'HYmin(T; zo)ll 2 + Humin( Tj zo)ll 2dT + 1"" IIYmin(T + t; zo)ll 2 + llumin(T + t; zo)ll 2dT 

fo't!Ymin{T; zo)ll 2 + llumin{T; zo)ll2dT + J(~(t; zo);umin(· + t; zo)), {13) 

since the system is time-invariant. Suppose there exists a v such that 

then the input 

_( ) _ { umin( Tj z0 ) 0 ::;; T < t 
U T - v(T) T > t 

would give a lower cost in (13). But this is in contradiction with the optimality of 
umin( ·; z0). Hence by the uniqueness of the optimal input 

(14) 
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where equality is in L2([0, co), U). LFrom this it follows easily that 

zmin(r; zmin(t; z0)) = zmin(r + t; zo) for all T > 0, 

in L2([0,oo),Y), 

and with {13) 

(15) 

{16) 

(zo,Q*Qzo) = l11Ymin(r;zo)ll2 + llumin(r;zo)ll2dr + (zmin(t;Zo),Q*QzmiD(t;zo)) {17) 

for all t ~ 0. 

Lemma 7 The mapping zo 1-+ zmin(·; zo) is given by a C0-semigroup Tmin(-). 

Proof. Define Tmin(t)zo := zmin(t; z0). Then it is trivial that 

for all z0• For the semigroup property we use {15) 

Tmin(r + t)zo = zmin(r + t; zo) = zmin(r; zmin(t; zo)) 
Tmin(r)zmin(t;zo) = Tmin(r)Tmin(t)zo. 

The strong continuity follows from the fact that zmin( ·; z0 ) is continuous (Weiss 1989a). 
Namely, it is the state trajectory for the L2 input umin(·; Zo). D 

Note that if we measure the state, i.e. y = z, then it follows easily that the semigroup 
Tmin(t) is exponentially stable, see for instance Curtain and Zwart (1995). Let Amin denote 
the infinitesimal generator of Tmin(t). The next lemma implies that the optimal control 
is a static state feedback. 

Lemma 8 The mapping C} : z0 1-+ P1umin(·;z0) is an admissible output mapping for 
Tmin(t), i.e. they satisfy {5). Furthermore, there exists a feedback pmin : D(Amin) -+ U 
such that for ZoE D(Amin), C}zo = P1FminTmin(·)zo. 

Proof. Define C}zo := P1umin(·; z0 ). Then C} is linear and bounded (see Theorem 6). 

c}+T Zo = pt+T Umin(' j Zo) 

PTumin( ·; zo) <> Ptumin( · + r; zo) 
T 

= Cf.zo <> Ptumin(·; zmin( r; zo)) by {14) 
T 

Cf.z0 <>C}Tmin(r)zo by Lemma 7. 
T 

The last assertion of the lemma follows directly from Weiss (1989b ). D 

Using equations (16), one can similar as in the previous lemma show. 
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Lemma 9 The mapping Cb : zo f-+ P1ymin(·; zo) is an admissible output mapping for 
Tmin(t), i.e. they satisfy (5). Furthermore, there exists an operator Cmin: D(Amin) -+ Y 
such that for zoE D(Amin), Cbzo = P1CminTmin(·)z0 • 

Note that in general Cb # C1• 

If we now multiply equation (17) by 1/t, and let t -+ 0, then it is easy to see from the 
above lemmas that Q*Q satisfies the following Lyapunov equation. 

for all Zo E D(Arnin). 
Similar as in Definition 4.1.17 of Curtain and Zwart (1995), we define the system 

L..(T,B,C,:F) to be approximately observable if 

n kerC1 = {0}. 
t<:O 

Now it is easy to see that kerQ*Q = kerQ = {0} if and only if L..(T,B,C,:F) is approxi
mately observable. 
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